
Merton Bank Primary School – Growth and Wellbeing Week 2021 

Day 5 Fitness Friday – Session 2 

Session Context 
Tasks to 

complete 
You will 
need: 

Session 2 
 

Design 
and 

create 
your 
own 

obstacle 
course 

Everyone loves obstacle courses. We would like you 
to design an obstacle course that is indoors or in the 
garden. We want you to use resources that are in 
your house. When you have planned and designed it, 
we want you to film yourself completing it and any 
other member of your family. 
 
Building ten stations is recommended for most 
children. Each station contains a different activity, 
challenge, or movement that the children must 
complete to move forward 
As you design your obstacle course, keep in mind 
the ages, abilities, and number of children involved 
as well as the space you have. You can really get 
creative when designing station concepts and 
layouts. If you have stairs, consider carefully 
incorporating them. 
You can also look around your house for everyday 
items you might be able to use like empty paper 
towels, blankets, Skipping rope etc. Again, this is a 
great opportunity for you to put your creative 
minds to work. 
 
 
 
 

Using 
paper plan 
your 
obstacle 
course 
 
Using the 
materials 
you have 
found 
create your 
obstacle 
course 
 
Complete 
the 
obstacle 
course and 
film 
yourself. 
Please then 
upload to 
teams or 
tapestry so 
we can see 
your 
finished 
work 

Objects 
that can 
be made 
into 
obstacles 
 
A tablet 
or phone 
to record 
 
Paper and 
pencils to 
plan your 
obstacle 
course 

  



Session 2 examples: 
 

• Lay string/rope in a curved snaky shape and have the kids walk the ‘tightrope) 
without falling off. 

• Lay 2 pieces string/rope in a parallel line and have the kids jump the ‘river’. 
• If you have a sturdy tree, you could hang a rope from it and get them to swing on it 

for a few seconds. Alternatively, just hang something like a rope/ribbon up high and 
get kids to jump up to touch it. 

• With rope/string, make a ‘laser’ course that the kids must cross. 
 

Here are a few ideas to get you started on building an indoor obstacle course for your kids:  
1. Crawl under or over a row of chairs. 
2. Crawl under a string stretched between two chair legs.  
3. Jump into and out of a Hula-Hoop five times. 
4. Walk on a balance board. 
 
Balance beam. A plank of wood on the floor makes for a perfect balance beam, as does 
a rolled up area rug. But if you're short on space, even just a strip of tape can give kids 
the challenge of maintaining their balance. 
 
Tunnels. Tunnels are a major stop on any respectable obstacle course. If you don't have 
a kids' tunnel, fear not! They can easily be made by lining up a row of chairs for your 
child to crawl through, or by rolling up a play mat and taping it in place with duct tape.  
 
Crepe paper laser maze. To make a fun maze, randomly criss-cross crepe paper, toilet 
paper, or even string through a hallway. Crank up the Mission Impossible music and let 
the games begin! . 
 
Sack races. If your kids are bouncing off the walls, give them a pillow case or a sleeping 
bag and make a game of it. It doesn't take a lot of distance to tire a kid out when they 
have to make cumbersome hops across a room or down a hallway. 
 
Ball pits. Sneak some hand-eye coordination skills into your obstacle course by adding a 
tossing stop. We like to put a timer on this one: Line up laundry baskets and give a point 
system for balls that make it into the pit in under 30 seconds.  
 
The floor is hot lava! Line up cushions, yoga blocks, or even pieces of construction paper 
and have kids hop from one to the next—avoiding the "lava" AKA carpet. Adding a 
storyline to obstacle courses increases the fun, and every kid loves the idea of out -
smarting a lava flow. 
 
Army crawls. We know they'll be running and hopping, but be sure to get them crawling, 
too!  
 

https://youtu.be/yuVkkhpiHTA?t=21
https://www.itsalwaysautumn.com/diy-hallway-laser-maze-indoor-fun-for-kids.html


Tape trails. Painter's or masking tape is the single-most important product for making a 
good indoor obstacle course. It can be used to make paths, dotted lines, or arrows to 
kids on course. Arrows can lead kids in all sorts of silly directions and can take courses 
over cushions, under tables, and in dizzying circles.  
 
Book mazes. Have kids gather up all of their books and use them as low walls to mazes. 
You can have kids run through the mazes holding balls between their knees, or push cars 
or trucks through them. 
 
Weight stations. Get them doing some not-so-heavy lifting. Tiny hand weights or tin cans 
are perfect for doing a few reps and making them feel like they are building some muscle 
mass to get them strong enough to beat you at the obstacle course in due time.  
 


